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Cosmic Encounter 
http://www.ideabout.com/fan_design/in_progress/short_list.html 
 
Peruse the lists and offer some directions. 

 

Fan Designed Cosmic Expansion Set - Current Work 

Brad Long - 30 Good Board Game Geek Tested Homebrews“Regarding suggestions for new aliens, this might be a good 

place to start.” 

 

Discussion 

  

Peter Olotka Bill Martinson's great Artifact artifact post is not removed, its just over in the Most Recent section (at the top 

of page) as we begin the next Cosmic Content session. 

Tuesday at 7:58pm · Like 

  

Jefferson Krogh Some of these suggestions may be in Cosmic Alliance, for all I know, but I know for sure that 

Numerologist is not! (Since Bill dreamed it up very recently.) I am very excited about that power, and think it deserves very 

serious consideration. 

 

Dipping into the older homebrews, the two that I've been meaning to add to my own set first are Gith and Angler. Perhaps 

the non-BGG people in the FB group have some new comments, or can add to the playtesting that has been done with 

them over the years. 

Tuesday at 8:59pm · Like 
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Jack Reda An exercise I find useful is having a short list of aliens you've chosen to play in the last few games where you 

were dealt a pair of them to pick from. I then compare those aliens to the homebrews to see how they measure up. Would 

I ever pick the homebrew? If so, it's definitely worth looking at. 

Tuesday at 9:38pm · Like ·  1 

  

Peter Olotka I know all the Alliance aliens so I can vet these choices 

Tuesday at 10:08pm · Like 

  

Jefferson Krogh Indeed! I figured we should point out that if you don't have us talk about a particular popular homebrew, 

that doesn't mean it's not worthy. It might mean it's so good it's already in like Flynn. Just trying to anticipate the "why 

don't we talk about X" questions. 

Tuesday at 10:10pm · Like 

  

Joe Mays Love The Order 

Tuesday at 10:30pm · Like 

  

Gerald Katz Shameless plug: I know my Gith is liked, and my Clown has been getting some chatter lately at Boardgame 

Geek. 

Wednesday at 7:07pm · Like 
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